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ABSTRACT:
Cloud mechanism is the most
popular emerging technology which satisfies
various technical adequacies. The main
usage of the cloud environment is sharing
resource and now – a –day’s security threats
and data confidentiality are most disused
issues in the cloud environment. In the
cloud environment certain members can able
to form a group and access the information
by sharing. To make the process efficient
and secured the data integrity is verified
publicly, for this every user needs to
compute their signature on each block. For
security reason if a user revoked from the
group and the remaining user in the group
has to resign the signature on all blocks. But
this mechanism is inefficient and more
complex in dealing with the large amount
data stored in the cloud. In order to over
these drawbacks we proposed a novel
architecture of public auditing mechanism
for maintaining the integrity of shared data
by means of efficient user revocation in
mind. By means of keeping a public
auditing, a proxy re-signature handles
resigning instead of doing by every existing
user in the group. So the public verifier
examines the data integrity without
retrieving the entire data from the cloud. Our
proposed mechanism has the ability of
supporting batch auditing by means of
verifying
multiple
auditing
tasks
concurrently. The overall result justifies the
proposed work improves the user revocation
mechanism effectively.

Index Term: Cloud computing, public
auditing, shared data and user revocation
INTRODUCTION:
Now –a –day’s technology growth is
very enormous due to the technical
requirement in order to improve the overall
performance. In this aspect cloud computing
plays a vital role which provides a solution
for technical imbalance. It provides cloud
services as Paas, Naas, Saas, DBaas which
enables resources sharing and data sharing
in a prominent manner. The major
discussion in cloud computing is data
transaction done in a secured manner or
whether those data are outsourced. The thing
is the originality of data is maintained as
well as user privacy is also to be maintained.
The cloud services can be achieved over
internet in which the user can register their
details. Based on that identity the server can
provided to the user at any time. The
improved technology provides virtualization
and distributed services by computing
resources as well as IT services. The cloud
provide data storage and services by means
of google drive and drop box, so that
multiple user can combine a group and
access their data in a secured manner. In this
an owner user can manage the original data
and every user can view the data, edit and
modify with the rest of the group. In order to
maintain the data confidentiality the cloud
provided process some policy based on that
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manner. Then those data can be shared
between the group in a trusted manner
between the group and the cloud server
without any leakage.

the group has be to be performed . However
it has various advantages but still it suffers
from certain issues like reliable performance
and maintaining the data integrating. To
maintain the data integrity the cloud
environment has evolved the mechanism of
public auditing. It is nothing but a third part
authority for thrusting the user in the group
and providing the service in order to
maintain the flexibility and scalability.

RELATED WORKS:
As the technical enhancement
increased in the same manner security
threats also raised which makes to turn the
attention of the researchers in improving the
secured group sharing in the cloud
environment. This section deals with various
methodologies evolved by researchers and
processing capabilities in detail. Most of the
cloud providers providing a secured services
but still there is a possibility of
compromising due to its existence of
hardware/software failures and human errors
[1] [2]. To maintain the data integrity in
cloud various approach were evolved [3] –
[15]. On those mechanisms the process is
separate into several blocks and a signature
is attached to every block. Based on the
correctness of the signature in each block
the user can access the data and shared with
their group. The next level of this process is
it allows a public verifier to verify the data
integrity which is known as public auditing
denoted as provable data possession. In
which several works [14], [15] were focused
on preserving the identity privacy from the
public verifiers. But all of these mechanisms
were failed to maintain the efficiency of user
revocation during auditing the trustiness of
shared data in the cloud environment.
According to paper [16] once the user
modifies the block he has to compute a new
signature for that modified block but in case
of different user modifies then all the
different user has to provide a new signature
which makes the process complex. Then the
users leave a group for security reason he
can’t able to access and modify shared data
since he was no longer valid to the group.
According to the idea of idea of proxy re-

Fig 1: Architecture of cloud data storage
service
From the figure 1 it is clear how the
processing from the cloud server by means
of TPA as public auditing. But in case of
group the size stored data in the cloud data
is huge and additional mechanism is added
for effective data integrity maintenance. So
the concept of user revocation is evolved to
provide verification services on maintaining
the data integrity among the users. In which
user revocation is nothing but allowing the
every users in the group to access the data
by providing signature with the tpa. In case
the user leaves the group the remaining
members have to revoke the signature in
order to maintain the privacy of the data
stored in the storage environment. But it
increases the computation of cost and
complexity in dealing with large amount of
data. Then the public key is verified by the
tpa to ensure the process working in a secure
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possibility of incorrectness due to the
hardware/software failures or human errors
happened in the cloud. In order to guarantee
the TPA it utilize the homomorphic
authenticator and random masking. It
supports in elimanating the burden of cloud
user but too expensive regarding the
auditing task. It uses single key for
computation based on that it cant able to
affirm the identity of the signer on all block.

signatures [17], the user revoked on the
group he can be res-sign the block with a resigning key. As per Shamir Secret Sharing
[18] he introduced multi proxy model in
order to tough the possibility of misuse on
re-signing keys. By means of [19] [20] the
integrity of shared data is protected by
common group private key if a user revoked
then a new private group key is required
thus maximize the complexity of key
management and decreases the efficiency of
user revocation. Some of the traditional
proxy re-signature schemes [17], [21], [22]
are not block less verifiable it can be directly
applied but the user has to download the
entire data to check the integrity it results in
poor auditing performance. According to the
resent work in [23] it is must for a cloud
service provider to keep different keys on
different user in cloud. An additional
mechanism, such as [24], preserves the
privacy which can be utilized but that was
out of scope. The analysis of batch
verification in [25] most of the cases by
batch auditing the public verifier accepts an
invalid auditing proof which leads to serious
problem at the same time it increases time
consumption.

Fig 2: A design view of existing model
PROPOSED SYSTEM:
Our proposed system is based on
public auditing system with user revocation
which work based on these essential
properties such as correctness, efficient –
secure revocation, public auditing and
scalability.

EXISTING SYSTEM:
The existing system uses the
mechanism of provable data possession
(PDP) a public auditing is evolved to check
the data correction. It enables erasure codesbased data distributed on multiple servers
that not only supports dynamic data but also
indentifying the misbehaving server. It
maintain a semi trusted protocol so that it
does not cause any fault in malicious
advisory such as incorrectness on shared
data as well as reputation of its data services
which leads to losing money on its data
services. But by means of the mechanism
the user cant able to trust the cloud with
shared data integrity because there is a

Correctness: While sharing the data, the
public verifier should maintain the data
integrity checking correctly.
Efficient – Secure Revocation: If the user
is revoked from the group the signed block
can be resigned effectively. Only the
existing user must valid the signature during
shared data.
Public Auditing: Without retrieving the
entire data the public verifier can do
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auditing even some of the blocks have been
resigned by the cloud.
Scalability: The cloud environment is a vast
environment and the number cloud users are
in huge number as well as the data volume is
also high. The public verifier must have the
capacity in handling the large number of
auditing tasks concurrently and proficiently.

Fig 3: Proposed System
As shown in the figure the proposed
system enables multiple resigning proxies in
the cloud by storing the stored keys and data
separately. Each proxy converts the
signature and handles the revoked signature
in the group by means of resigning keys.
That enables the possibility of correcting the
signatures when user revocation happens.
That enables the data privacy and security
which are compromised by an inside
attacker. In addition to it our proposed
system withheld a new proxy re-signature
scheme which makes possibility on
achieving block less verifiability and nonmalleability thus enabling the proposed
mechanism in well structured form. For this
it requires five algorithms such as KeyGen,
ReKey, Sign, ReSign and Verify. Let them
discuss;

•

KeyGen: An each individual user in
the group has to create public key as
well as private key

•

ReKey:
The
cloud
provider
computes a resigning key for every
pair of users in the group without
any collision

•

Sign: If the shared data created by
the original user than that user has to
sign on each block

•

Re Sign: If the user revoked from
the group the cloud resign the block
which was created earlier with a
resigning key by the revoked user.

•

Verify: The public verifier verifying
the correctness of proof which was
responded by the cloud

IMPLEMENTATION MECHANISM:
The implementation section is done
by creating a frame work by means of web
application using c# with SQL- server.
Before that a data base is created which was
to be processed. On which block, signature,
block identifier and signer identifier were
segmented which enables the user to change
the single block effectively without
modifying the block identifiers of other
blocks.
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Fig 5: Enabling the cloud services

Fig 4: Implementation architecture
Initially the user choose the prepared data to
be processed and he creates a key generation
for the group in which the data to be shared.
Then the file is blocked and encrypted mean
while the block segmentation is done as
described above. The user in the data wants
to shared by the user in the group then the
cloud verifier check the validity and
retrieval is done by decrypting the file the
original data is viewed. If the user revokes
from the group then those mechanism of
public auditing using revocation mechanism
is processed as discussed earlier.

Fig 6: Sharing the data on the group
The fig 5 & 6 shows initially the cloud
services were enabled which also provide
the details of IP number , file location and
which file is selected for process its user
name as well as its ring key. According to
fig 6 the selected file is selected and
encrypted using the group key which was
generated by the proxy signature scheme
and shared among the group.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION:

Fig 7: Security formats
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along with communication resources during
user revocation.
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